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VICTOR BRÉGY [Kiev 1903-Warsaw 1976] enrolled at the University of Warsaw
in 1920 and studied singing with Adela Comte-Wilgocka, teacher of Alfred Orda,
and Maria Lubkowska. From 1927 to 1931 he was the Warsaw Opera’s leading
tenor with a repertoire of twenty roles. He was then engaged for the Opéra
Comique in Paris. In 1933 he began six years of work in both opera and concert in
Switzerland. He also appeared in Berlin, Prague, Stockholm and Vienna. In 1939
he returned to Warsaw. After the war he became a professor at the Chopin
Conservatoire and was a major force in rebuilding Polish musical life. Amongst
his best roles were Almaviva, des Grieux, Edgardo and Werther.
His few records, all made in Poland, are hard to come by.
ICILIO CALLEJA né Illissilo Cagliescha [Corfu 1882-Milan 1941] was of a
Spanish family with a banking business in Alexandria and a holiday home in Corfu.
He studied jurisprudence at the Sorbonne and then singing under Foà in Milan. A
successful début as Canio in 1906 led him to La Scala in 1907 for La Wally under
Toscanini and La Forza del Destino in 1908. His next engagements included
Radames at Bologna and appearances at Palermo. In 1912 he sang Canio, Gennaro
(I Gioielli della Madonna) and Radames in Chicago. He was at La Scala again for
a number of seasons from 1913. Other appearances included Genoa in 1913,
Barcelona in 1914, and Madrid, Naples and Rome in 1915. In Rome in 1917 he
sang baritone roles, Tonio and Gérard (Andrea Chénier), but he soon reverted to
the higher range. He went on to appear as Tristan in 1920, in 1922 as the first
Siegfried in Naples, and in Bologna as Siegmund in 1925. He retired towards the
end of the decade. As a tenore robusto and a good actor he won great plaudits,
especially as Andrea Chénier, Otello, Pollione (Norma), and Samson.
CAMILLE CASSET [18 ? -19 ? ] was already a principal tenor at the
Théâtre de la Monnaie in Brussels in 1894 and 1896, in the company of Cossira
and Gibert, singing in at least one local première, and he was principal tenor at the
Paris Opéra in 1902 and 1903, singing Lohengrin, Samson, Sigurd and Tannhäuser.
Further details of his career are currently unavailable. This, his only known record,
shows a strong lyric tenor, not yet beyond its prime.
ENZO de MURO LOMANTO né Vicenzo de Muro [Canosa di Puglia, Bari 1902Milan 1952] was from a professional family background of lawyers and doctors.
He studied law at the University of Naples and singing under Pietro Roche at the
Conservatoire San Pietro di Maiella. He gained a law degree, but had to leave the
Conservatoire. He continued to study singing privately with Sabino Fiore. His
début as Alfredo at Catanzaro in 1924 was a great success and his Duke of Mantua
and Cavaradossi at Naples were much applauded. He was immediately in demand
in nearby towns and by 1928 was at La Scala with Toti dal Monte. Their many
appearances together included the première of Giordano’s Il Re. They married on

tour at Sydney in 1928, but in 1932 Dal Monte returned to her former partner. His
career continued mainly in Italy, though he made guest appearances in other parts
of Europe and in 1937 he was in South America. His sang mainly the central 19th
century Italian operas for which his voice, in the mould of Gigli, was particularly
suited. After 1941 de Muro Lomanto sang less often due to asthma and in 1944 he
had to retire. For some years he ran a bureau de change in Genoa. He added his
mother’s maiden name to avoid confusion with the tenor Bernardo de Muro.
IGNACY DYGAS [GORSZYNSKI] [Warsaw 1881-Warsaw 1947] first thought he
was a baritone, but was trained as a tenor by Alexandrowicz in Warsaw. He made
his début there as Faust in January 1905. He travelled to Italy in 1907 to further his
studies with Francesco Lamperti and appeared in most of Italy’s significant opera
resorts, including the Teatro Comunale, Bologna; the Teatro Carlo Felice, Genoa
(première of Il Principe Zilah-Alfano); the Teatro Massimo, Palermo; the Teatro
San Carlo, Naples and the Teatro Costanzi, Rome (1910 Lohengrin and Pollione).
In 1910 he sang in Buenos Aires, Montevideo and Rio de Janeiro and from 1911 to
1914 he was again in Warsaw. After singing in St. Petersburg and Moscow from
1915 to 1918 he returned to Warsaw, where he was in the premières of Statowski’s
Maria, Szymanowski’s Hagith, and Rózycki’s Meduza, Casanova and Beatrix
Cenci. He also sang in Yugoslavia, Romania and the United States. He sang
mainly heroic parts, his finest, perhaps, being Canio, Herman (Pikova Dama),
Herod (Strauss), Don José, Parsifal, Radames, Siegmund, Tannhäuser, Tristan and
Konrad von Wallenrod (Zelenski). He appeared occasionally after his retirement in
1937, even up to the year of his death.
KARL ERB [Ravensburg 1877-Ravensburg 1958] had an impoverished and
unhappy childhood. After a near fatal accident he was taken in by a nursery school.
He enjoyed singing in various choirs and thus earning a little. After school he did
office work at the town hall, eventually becoming an official. In an opera chorus
he was heard by the Intendant of the Frankfurt Hofoper. With his encouragement,
Erb was eventually ready, at the age of thirty, to make his début as Matthias in
Kienzl’s Evangelimann. After a period at Lübeck he returned to Frankfurt where
his singing of the name part in Pfitzner’s Der Arme Heinrich brought him wide
recognition, and he was soon singing Florestan and Hoffmann at Munich. When
Caruso came to sing Canio, Erb was the only tenor willing to take on Turiddu
before the interval, and Caruso applauded him. In Munich Erb’s repertoire ranged
from Mozart to Schreker, and he was in the premières of Der Ring des Polykrates
(Korngold, 1916), Palestrina (Pfitzner, 1917) and Die Vögel (Braunfels, 1920). In
1921 Erb and the soprano Maria Ivogün, they appeared frequently together, were
married, but in 1931 they were divorced. About that time Erb, sustained severe leg
injuries. These setbacks and his age perhaps suggested to him that the oratorio and
Lieder platforms should henceforth have his entire time. James Dennis (Record
Collector, 1978) commented that Erb, like Peter Pears, lacked beauty of voice, but
had outstanding musical qualities.

CHARLES FRIANT [Paris 1890-Paris 1947] initially followed the footsteps of his
father and grandfather to the École de Danse de l’Opéra, but, preferring to be an
actor, left for the Conservatoire de Paris. After studying under Sarah Bernhardt he
went with her on a European tour. On the chance discovery of his voice he was
taught by Léon Melchissèdec at the Conservatoire National. His début as a singer,
delayed by the war until 1919, was as des Grieux at Grenoble. Also in 1919 he was
in the première in Paris of Taras Bulba (Samuel Rousseau). From 1920 to 1939 he
was a much celebrated member of the Opéra Comique, especially applauded as
Cavaradossi, Don José, des Grieux, Jean (Le Jongleur de Notre-Dame, Massenet)
and Werther. He also appeared in Brussels, Monte Carlo, Nice and the French
provinces. He retired in 1940.
KARL JÖRN [Riga 1873-Denver, Colorado 1947] was of German Baltic origin
and was adopted by General Baron von Dellinghausen, whose son had died. He
studied in Berlin and made his début as Lionel at Freiburg im Breisgau in 1896.
After experience acquired in Zürich and Hamburg he sang to much acclaim in
Berlin from 1902 to 1912, being a particular favourite of Wilhelm II. He was the
singer in the Berlin première of Der Rosenkavalier. He was at Covent Garden in
the years 1905 to 1908 and at the Metropolitan Opera from 1908 to 1914. He
returned to Berlin in 1914, but despite the general desire, expressed also by the
Kaiser, he returned to America and became a citizen of the United States. In 1916
he gave up singing and became a speculator. He lost everything and eked out a
living as a singing teacher in Denver and from regular invitations to Darmstadt.
Joanna Gadski invited him to join her company touring North America, and thus
from 1929 to 1931 he once more enjoyed great success, particularly as Siegmund
and Siegfried, but above all as Tristan, which, remarkably, was new to his
repertoire. He then taught in New York, eventually returning to Denver.
ADOLF KRÖSSING [Prague 1848-Prague 1933] was of well-to-do GermanFrench parentage and grew up in culturally German surroundings. At his father’s
behest he began to study law, but he switched to singing under Frantisek Vogl at
the Prague Conservatoire. Student appearances led to his début at Prague’s
National Theatre in Lucrezia Borgia in 1870. After singing in opera for a while
his career developed in operetta, particularly in buffo roles, in La Grande Duchesse
de Gérolstein, for example. His finest portrayal was of Vašek in Prodaná Nevesta,
which was exclusively his at the National Theatre from 1871 until his retirement in
1914. He was in a number of important premières: Smetana’s Tajemstvi (1878)
and Certova Stena (1882); and Dvorák’s Šelma Sedlák (1878), Jakobin (1889),
Rusalka (1901) and Armida (1904). From 1890 he was also a producer. This very
rare record from the role of Vašek, in which Krössing was admired by the
composer, was made when the artist was 82. Recorded about fifteen years after his
retirement this could be a demonstration of a ‘post-modern’ approach to his role,
but could simply indicate loss of hearing.

FERNANDO ORLANDIS was reputedly of Greek ancestry and he appeared in
opera in provincial Italian theatres in the 1920s. His uncommon records show a
beautiful lyric tenor voice and fine musicality.
GIUSEPPE RADAELLI [Bergamo 1885-New York 1939] first appeared in Sicily
in 1918. By the following year he was singing Don José at Rome’s Teatro
Costanzi and by 1923 he was a great success at La Scala as Edgardo and Radames.
For a number of years he was the leading heroic tenor of provincial Italy. He was
in the premièr of Grazia (Richetti, 1923 Teatro Costanzi) and Ivania (Pizzi, 1926
Teatro Donizetti, Bergamo). In 1932, after being very well received in South
America he appeared as Radames and Canio at the New York Hippodrome and
remained there until early 1938. It is a remarkable voice, one which once heard
will not be forgotten. His records are rarely found.
THEODORE RITCH, also REICH [Odessa 1894-Germany 1943] Made his début
in Russia, but left after the revolution. He appeared in Chicago in 1921, 1926-1927
and 1929-1932, progressing from minor to leading roles. He, Raisa and Kipnis
were very successful in La Juive. In 1924 he was in the première of a revised
version of Chabrier’s Une Éducation Manquée. In Paris in 1927 he joined the
Opéra Russe, founded by Maria Kousnetzoff, and toured with it throughout Europe.
In 1929 the company appeared at the Teatro Colón, Buenos Aires and in 1937 at
Covent Garden. At the Lyceum in London in 1929 he was in the English première
of Sadko and at Rome in 1932 he was in the Italian première of Prince Igor. Later
he sang comprimario parts and taught in Paris. In 1943, as he was Jewish, he was
deported and he died in transit to an extermination camp.
YURII TITOV [ 1850] was a much loved comprimario of long standing
at the Mariinski Theatre, where he appeared in the first performance of RimskyKorsakov’s opera-ballet Mlada in 1892. He may well be the most senior male
Russian singer on record. Triquet, an elderly French tutor, sings in French and then
in Russian a song, which he dedicates to Tatiana. (Santagano-Gorchakova, born in
1842, is the earliest known recorded Russian singer and the earliest born female
singer on record.)
KAREL ZAVREL [Pulcin, near Vsetin, now Czech Republic 1891-Prague 1963]
studied from 1902 to 1912 first with Stasnic and then at the Brno Conservatoire. In
1912 he was engaged by the Brno Opera as a baritone. From 1914 to 1919 he was
in the Austro-Hungarian army serving in Russia. On demobilization he was
engaged at Ostrava, but he soon returned to Brno, now, however, as a tenor. There,
in 1921, he was Boris in the premièr of Janácek’s Katya Kabanova. After working
in Nuremberg in 1926 and 1927, he was at the Slovak National Theatre until 1939.
Amonasro, Dalibor and Lohengrin were central roles in his repertoire.
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